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説明

It would be great if revision histories could be viewed for specific branches in the repository tree as discussed over at 
http://www.redmine.org/boards/1/topics/show/861.  I just migrated from Trac, and I really miss this feature.  In Trac, you can
specify a URL like http://trac.example.com/log/sandboxes/colan to show you revisions specific to the /sandboxes/colan part of the
tree.

journals

I'd like to see this too

+1 

It's really painful to see non related commits, for example if you take look at 0.7-stable branch here, there is no easy way to find
what changesets belongs to this particular branch and which are just "noise" from other branches. 

+10... 

Will try to create a patch for it. See if I'm skilled enough but looking at the code it
shouldn't be that difficult I think... ;-)

To me it seems Jean-Philippe Lang has implemented this feature in r2849:

add latest changesets for the current directory when browsing the repository and a link to the full log

Will test it and update this issue according to the results...

Mischa The Evil wrote:

To me it seems Jean-Philippe Lang has implemented this feature in r2849:

add latest changesets for the current directory when browsing the repository and a link to the full log

Will test it and update this issue according to the results...

See issue #3943; r2849 provides the basics for this issue's feature only.
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I'm not working on this issue anymore.

Corrected issue-status.

related_issues

relates,New,3357,Revision log relative to current location in the Repository Browser
relates,New,1443,Making the Repository module as nice as the Trac one
relates,New,7984,Confusing revisions links on repository root
relates,Closed,7246,Handle "named branch" for mercurial
relates,New,539,Repository browser per Project Version.
relates,New,6159,Subversion: latest changesets performance improvement.
relates,New,5279,Branch level associations between projects and repositories.
relates,New,1601,Make second level navigation for all views in repository controller
duplicates,Closed,3331,Show 'Latest revisions' for sub-trees (branches/*, trunk/, etc.)
duplicates,Closed,3345,Link to view subversion directory changelog
precedes,New,3943,Subversion: Directory revision list contains faulty revisions

履歴
#1 - 2022/05/10 17:28 - Admin Redmine

- カテゴリ を SCM_3 にセット
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